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Abstract 
This paper examines an inconsistency in generic 'top-down' design methods and 

standards employed in the implementation of reliable software. Many design 

approaches adopt top-down ordering when defining the structure, interfaces, and 

processing of a system. However, strict adherence to a top-down sequencing does not 

permit accurate description of a system's error handling functions. The design of a 

system's response to errors is becoming critical as the re l iabi l i ty  requirements of the 

systems increase. This paper describes how top-down methods such as objects oriented 

design and structure design do not adequately address the issues of error handling, and 

suggests using a bottom-up sub step within these methods to eliminate the problem. 

Introduction 

This paper describes the inability of top-down design techniques to allow for accurate design of the error 

handling features of a system. The primary concern involves what is tentatively termed the detailed design phase 

of the software development process. This is the portion of the design process which provides a description of the 

system used as input to the implementation phase of the software life cycle. The authors believe that this design 

must accurately describe all the intended operation of the system to avoid the risk of interpretation by 

programmers. The discussion will make it clear that strict top-down design techniques do not provide the designer 

an opportunity to specify the error handling features of a system. Acknowledging the mounting interest in 

'structured design methods', one must be certain that these methods address a l l  of one's requirements as a 

designer, and that adopting them would not preclude certain design decisions. Additionally, the heightened 

reliability requirements of our systems necessitate that design methods provide the opportunity to address error 

handling issues. 

Software Design Environment 

The software life cycle defines a series of system views, each progressing from the abstract to the more 

concrete. A development method is concern with the activities on one or more of levels and comprises three 

distinct pieces: notation, guidelines and analysis. The guidelines define rules for transforming the system at the 

previous level to the system at the current level. The current level is expressed in the notation defined by the 

method. Analysis is used to verify consistency within a level as well as that between levels. 

A software development effort includes selection of a method to be applied in each life cycle phase. As 

indicated in the introduction, the authors arc primary concerned with the detailed design phase where a 

representation of the system t h a t  can be used as a baseline for the coding or implementation phase is produced. 

According to the above definition of 'method', few design techniques described in the literature today are 

'methods'. Quite often, only guidelines and/or notation are defined. Analysis techniques arc rarely included. 

Additionally, individual efforts will normally modify the notation used based on past experience and tool 

availability. In this paper, the authors concentrate their attention on the guidelines portion of the method. 

Therefore, the authors will assume that the final notation of the system after this phase is some form of ADA or 

PDL, that PDL processor or ADA compiler is utilized to verify internal, consistency and some sort of structured 

design review is employed to verify the correctness of the resulting design in relation to previous design phases. 

The authors do not preclude the use of graphics during the design process, or as an additional output, but it will be 

the PDL that the programming staff utilizes during the implementation phase, and therefore this will be the final 

design notation. The final PDL representation of the system typically will define the system modular structure, its 

data and the processing to be performed by each module. 
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Software Design Techniques, Standards and Tools 

The software development process is a complex combination of techniques, standards, and tools. 

Techniques are defined by the selected method and dictate the design steps. Standards are often dictate by 

contracts and impose additional constraints on the process. Tools can be automated aids, such as editors, or logical 

tools such as the use of abstraction or information hiding. The combination of various techniques, standards, and 

tools involved in each part of the design process can lead to problems like those described below. 

Many design techniques found in the literature impose a top-down order of work within the level or phase 

where applied. Both of these methods are 'top-down' since they require recursive application of techniques on the 

modules or operations. In the case of Object Oriented Design, once the objects and operations have been defined, 

the designer must define the interfaces to these operations, perform a stepwise decomposition of the highest level 

module, and then repeal the entire design process for the newly defined operations. The stepwise decomposition of 

the highest module defines the interaction of this module with the newly defined operation, '[the implementation 

of these operations is not considered; they are 'abstractions'. Structured design incorporates a similar set tasks for 

the design process, the main difference being the rules (guidelines) used to define the modules that implement' the 

current module. In structured design, only the structure of the system is defined. No method for defining the 

algorithmic portion of each module implementation section applies a top-down approach, then the entire detailed 

design process is not desirable. 

Many design techniques, including the two above, employ 'abstraction'. Abstraction is a valuable tool of 

software engineering, but will be shown to be inappropriate if used throughout the entire design phase. Abstraction 

allows designers to ignore the implementation details of 'other' part of the system. This is useful during a 

decomposition process, but will lead to problem when connected with the design of a system's error handling 

facilities. The authors will see how the combination of the above three items, to-down design techniques, 

contractual standards, and the u t i l izat ion  of abstraction, lead to problems when designing the error handling 

facilities of a system. A bottom-up approach may be applied during one subset of the overall detailed design 

process to eliminate this problem. 

Software Design Process 

Consider the activities that occur during a typical detailed design effort. The selected method defines a set 

of guidelines which describe the steps a designer must take during the design process. As stated above the design 

at this level typically includes module definitions, their relationships with each other, data definitions and a 

description of the processing each module should undertake. The generic top-down design techniques being 

considered proceed as follows: 

a. First, select an undefined module and follow the'guidelines specified in the technique. 

The guidelines result in additional modules and data definitions being defined. 

b. Second, determine the interphases of these modules and data objects. The guidelines may 

then suggest one of two possibilities. In case of Object Oriented Design, stepwise 

refinement or some other technique is adopted to define the processing of the module. 

Once this is accomplished, the method is recursively applied to any resulting modules too 

large to be described as a single unit. An alternative approach, which might be found in a 

structured design, would be to first repeatedly apply the method to any undefined 

modules, completely defining the modular structure of the system and the interphases to 

these modules. Once the entire system is decomposed, each module processing is 

described, most l ike ly  in a top-down order. 

Abstraction plays a large role in these top-down techniques. Abstraction permits the designer to u t i l i ze  the. 

inter-phase information of other module in the design of any module's implementation section. A hierarchy 

modules is often viewed in a top-down fashion, with each module taking an abstract view of lower level modules 

in its 'implementation section'. The application of abstraction implies that only the inter-phase information is 

needed for correct use of a module. Top-down implies that interface information for any module is used prior to 

that having its implementation section defined. Thus, the authors are relying on the premise that the design of any 

implementation section will not alter the interface of a module. In the case of error handling, this may not always 

be true. 
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The Problem 

The problem associated with top-down design techniques and the use of abstraction becomes evident 

when considering the design of a module's processing section. This design will utilize prior design work that has 

identified interphases and functionalities of subordinate modules. Thus, the correctness of this design relies on the 

premise that these interphases or abstractions will not change. While change is a natural part of the design process, 

attributed to designer's discovery of new information and back tracking should not be a direct consequence of the 

method used. Two assumptions concerning the error handling facilities of a module, which will be justified below, 

are that these facilities will not be known until the module's implementation is designed, and that these facilities 

will change the associated inter-phase. Therefore, the design processing section described above may become 

invalid when the subordinate modules' processing sections are defined. Since a top-down order of-design is being 

employed, every processing section that causes changes in the associated inter-phase, invalidates the assumptions 

used to design the processing section of superior modules. 

First, the assumption that the error handling fac i l i t i es  of a module will change that the module's 

inter-phase should be considered, terrors cannot lie handled entirely within the module where they are generated. If 

errors were always handled loca l ly ,  e i ther  no real error processing or correction would be performed, or each 

module would require knowledge of its actual use or purpose. Thus, either the system will not be tolerant of errors 

or the individual software within the system will not be general or reusable. For these reasons, we will a l low and 

even encourage that errors be propagated from modules and be handled where it is most appropriate. Now consider 

that a complete design, at the detailed level, will specify the potential error situations as well as the desired 

response to those errors. Errors may be propagated into or generated by a module. Depending on the error handling 

facilities provided in the chosen language, errors may or may not be gracefully handled. Consider the ADA 

programming language which provides extensive error handling facilities. In ADA, errors may be handled by 

special sections of code, and propagated out of the current module. The processing performed in response to errors 

changes the functionality or effect of the module. The possibility of errors being propagated out of a module also 

changes the inter-phase of the module. Thus, the error handling of faculties of a module add to or change the 

module's inter-phases. Consider also when the designer will be making decisions about the error handling of some 

modules. Abstraction plays an important role in the application of the design method. Modules are defined in terms 

of their function and inter-phase, while their implementation is not considered. These modules are then utilized 

during the design of the processing section of superior modules. During the definition of a modules function and 

inter-phase, it is possible to define certain error situations that may arise. However, defining the internal response 

to those errors would imply that the designer is considering the implementation details of the modules. This is a 

v io lat ion  of the abstraction principles and is inappropriate. Additionally, designers can not lie cognizant of all 

the possible errors a module may generate. These errors will be discovered during the  design of that modules 

implementation section. Accordingly, at the outset, the response to these errors w i l l  also be unknown. Therefore, 

there is a considerable potential that the inter-phase of a module will be changed after that inter-phase has been 

defined and used during earlier design activities. 

The basic flaw described above is a consequence of the designer's reliance on the abstraction of other 

modules. The principle of abstraction has proven very useful in defining the structure of a system. However, it 

generally does not apply to the entire design process. It is unwise to design the implementation section of a module 

based on a number of abstractions if there is a likelihood that the abstraction for considerable rework and deviation 

from contractual standards and procedures. 

The assumption made above that 'a complete design, at the detailed level, will specify the potential error 

situations as well as the desired response to those errors', should be discussed. The content of a detailed design is 

subjective decision. The life cycle phase considered in this paper, labeled 'detailed design',- was more accurately 

defined as the phase prior to implementation. Thus, the output of this phase, a description of the system in the 

selected notation, will be given to a programming staff for purposes of implementation. Alternatives to the above 

assumption are not specify the error handling f ac i l i t i e s  to be incorporated by the  system, or to specify them 

only partly. Consequently, the_programmer must decide between not inc lud ing  any error handling facilities 

since they were not defined, or in the case of ADA, providing a general error handler that catches any error 
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raised in or propagated to a module. Neither of these situations is desirable if reliability is a goal of the software. 

Alternatively, the programmer may handle those errors which he determines are generated by this module on a 

individual basis, deciding what processing is appropriate for each, and which should be propagated to calling 

modules. This will cause a module's implementation to deviate from its assigned function and inter-phase. Finally, 

the programmer may perform the necessary work to make the following determinations: 

a. Which errors may be propagated into the module? 

b. What processing has already been performed in response to those errors? 

c. What errors may be generated by this modules? 

d. What processing is necessary in response to types of errors? 

e. Which errors get propagated out of the module? 

This alternative requires communication between programmers and additions to the functionality and inter-phase 

of the modules. None of these alternative is as attractive as having the error handling facilities defined during the 

design process. 

A Solution 

A simple solution to this problem is to design the processing section of a system's modules in a bottom-up 

order. As each module has its processing section designed, appropriate changes can be made to the inter-phase and 

functional description of module. Thus, higher modules utilize a more complete description of the modules. 

Performing this bottom-up sub-step within a design phase is compatible with both Object Oriented Design and 

Structured Design. This sub-step only requires that implementation sections are not designed until the structure 

and data definitions of the entire system have been defined. Once this is accomplished, the bottom-up order of 

processing section design may begin. A bottom-up design order does not define any additional guideline for the 

handling facilities of a system. At most, this will a l low the designer the opportunity to consider the issue, and 

specify the required functionality prior to when that information is used in other design work. This will reduce the 

amount of change and wasted effort that results from basing deign decisions on incomplete in formation. 

Conclusion 

This paper defines a problem engendered by the top-down structure imposed by software design methods 

and standards applied during the detailed design of a software system. Designer whose techniques rely on 

abstraction modules defined in a top-down order will find that the design of the implementation section of these 

modules will result in changes to their inter-phases attributable to error situations defined, handled and propagated. 

Changes to these inter-phases invalidate assumptions made by higher level modules' implementation section. One 

solution is to design modules' implementation sections in bottom-up order, making the necessary changes to the 

interphases of the modules.. 

This paper is not meant to criticize current methods or imply that they should be abandoned. Instead, it 

criticizes the ways in which these methods are applied. What is desired is an understanding that application of 

design methods does not solve all problems of software design. In addition to being executed correctly, design 

methods must be applied only where appropriate. Careful analysis is needed to determine what must be 

accomplished during each phase of the software life cycle, and how well the selected design methods cannot 

address al] the activities required within even a single phase of the life cycle. For this reason, methods must be 

augmented with additional techniques or considerations to ensure the design process is complete and correct. The 

example described in this paper demonstrated that the design of error handling facilities of a system is not 

adequately addressed by generic top-down methods. Thus, special consideration is required to ensure that the 

overall design approach addresses this portion of the software system. 
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